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God has prnised that He will bless those who bless Israel, and will
curse those who curse them. (Genesis 12:3; 27:29; Numbers 24:9) This does
not at that God ever overlooks wickedness on the part of individual Jews.
It does mean that punishment of Israel as a nation is strictly in God's hand,
and those who try, like Hitler, to destroy them will suffer terrible conse-
quences. On the other hand, the greatest blessing that anyone can bring to a
Jew is to lead his, through loving witness, to accept Christ as Saviour.

In every century since the time of Christ there have been individual
Jews who have accepted Him as Saviour, and sow of them have become great
Christian leaders. The same is happening today, even though the mass of .the
nation continues in unbelief. The Bible tells us that the time is coning
when God will convert them all to Christ, as "a nation born in a day."

The idea that all Jews are working together in any sort of conspiracy is
quite without evidence. Individual Jews, like individuals of other groups,
work together to help one another, and sometimes make great plans, but
usually these plans come to nothing. The only organized conspiracy that I
ow of that has had any great and long-continued effect is the Ci1.ntEist

conspiracy.

The idea that Ccimmviism is in any sense a Jewish movement or can be
blamed at the Jews is quite contrary to fact. There have been Jews among
Cemartist leaders and *g Cwi.t followers, but they have always been a
minority. The Communist ideology was developed by ICarl Marx and Friedrich
ige1s. Marx was a Jew, but comparatively few of those who have been prani-

in Communist movements have been Jews. As a matter of fact, the
ideology is not really the important thing in the Communist conspiracy. It
is actually little more than a banner or a series of slogans. The real
strength of the movement s from its clever system of organization which
enables a small clique of leaders to exercise complete control over the
actions, and even the thoughts, of a large body, of devoted men, and through
them to master great multitudes of people.

Marx advocated a program in which he conceived of the great mass of
people as taking over and democratically controlling the whole of society.
Lenin, the son of a Russian government official, changed this into a system
where a small group would have complete control over everyone else. The
strength of Communism is not in the ideology of Marx, but in the diabolically
clever per system that was worked out by Lenin.

This very effective system of seizing and holding patter, which is char
acteristic of Communism everywhere, has enabled small groups of people to
seize large areas, and to destroy every one in them whoa they thought capable
of ever becoming at obstacle to their complete daninaticit. The (Joantitist
conspiracy has been moving forward vigorously for some decades in its effort
to seize control of the world.

The statement that you quoted that "all Ccmnmsiist leaders are Jews," is
utterly contrary to fact. Neither Lenin nor Stalin nor Khrushchev, nor
Biezlmev nor Kosygin nor Mao Tse-ttsig nor Ho Chi Minh nor Castro is a Jew.
The only top Coismatist leader who was a Jew was Trotsky, and he was driven
out of Russia by Stalin, took refuge in Mexico, and eventually was murdered
by a Coiiiiiist sent from Europe for the purpose. I do not know of any
outstanding Coemtmist leader today who is a Jew.
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